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Abstract:This article studies the scope of Artificial Intelligence (AI) through the HPTD-M theory, i.e.,
the Holopraxis Transdisicplinary Management. It aims at collaborating to the debate on the limits of AI,
including ChatGPT simulations, comparing the four types of intelligence in the HPTD-M Theory, namely
empirical, emotional, rational, and intuitive, with the nine types of Gardner´s multiple intelligences theory
(MI Theory). The types of intelligence are also compared with psychosomatics, the emotional shadow of the
Western culture, the levels of the collective unconscious, and soft skills. The concept of mediating manager
has an essential role in showing the limits of AI, which is an exceptional instrument for KNOWING but
not UNDERSTANDING. An example of adequate use of AI through ChatGPT is demonstrated through a
discussion on Plato’s four virtues. A table considering the HPTD-M quaternary structure of intelligence
shows how there cannot be consciousness awakening in AI, since it is limited to rationality. Besides, the
HPTD-M’s three types of logic, i.e., Binary, Feedback, and Included Third, are another way to demonstrate
that AI is based merely on the Binary logic. Management tools need to be used a priori with awareness of
the limits of their applications. AI is no different, a disruptive technology that every professional will have
to learn to deal with, like the personal computer in the late 1980s, an excellent rational tool, but not an
empirical, emotional, or intuitive resource for problem solving. The AI binary logic does not apply to the
complexity of human phenomena. Furthermore, AI can function as a consultant or assistant in terms of
an efficient source of information, but not as an effective manager or decision maker. Roughly, through
the managerial theory, effectiveness is to do the right thing, which is more than efficiency (to do things
right). Then, in this author´s opinion constructed through simulations in the ChatGPT to obtain efficient
results, the questions to AI need to be objective and precise in the concepts. There cannot be complex issues
involving human phenomena: This is for the effective human decision maker, not for AI to answer since
there can’t be consciousness awakening in AI.
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1 Introduction
Since the end of the 18th century, the Modern Age has promoted undeniable advances in the field of
technoscience and quality of life in material terms. However, it has created a cycle of hypertrophy of binary
logic and rationality, excluding intuition and empiricism from the scientific debate, making it difficult to
solve concrete issues involving the complexity of human phenomena: Emotional intelligence tends to be
absent. So, Western culture tends to be reduced to a mix of science (focused on causality) and ideology (as
a result of dogmatism answering what science cannot explain): This creates conflicts between different
cultures.

All this considered, this article studies the scope of Artificial Intelligence (AI) through the HPTD-M
theory (Holopraxis Transdisciplinary Management) and aims at collaborating to the debate on the limits of
AI, a disruptive technology as the personal computer was in the 1980s, in the sense of being an excellent
instrument of rational intelligence and knowledge. However, from a transdisciplinary point of view, it does
not seem to offer an answer to human conflicts and human phenomena, so it is not a solution for everything,
as will be demonstrated in this article, using not only the HPTD-M with four types of intelligence but also
ChatGPT simulations, the Gardner´s MI theory with nine types of intelligence (multiple intelligences), as
well as psychosomatics, the emotional shadow of the Western culture, the levels of the collective unconscious,
and the reflections on soft skills. An example of adequate use of AI through ChatGPT is given through
Plato´s four virtues, in the sense that the questions need to be objective and precise in the concepts to
obtain efficient results. Finally. the concept of mediating a manager has an essential role in showing
the limits of AI, together with the demonstration through Table 1 that there cannot be consciousness
awakening in AI.

Finally, this article involves this author’s presentation as speaker, co-mediator, and co-organizer of the
online International Symposium Artificial Intelligence and Human Mediation, of November 21-22, 2023,
promoted by CIRET, a French NGO that promotes international research and studies in connection to
transdisciplinarity: ¡http://ciret-transdisciplinarity.org/¿, of which this author is a member. During the
speakers’ discussions in the two days panel, Dr. Mariana Thieriot Loisel proposed these four questions for
the panel, revised by Dr. Florent Pasquier, president of CIRET, which this author answered as transcribed
below. As a co-mediator of the panel, this author also made a closing speech before the president of CIRET
after the four questions.

1. Is it possible to agree on a definition of “human being” within a transdisciplinary:
technoscientific and philosophical perspective?

The human being can be seen as four ways of comprehension of reality, which are technoscience
(technology in interaction with science), philosophy, tradition, and art. Those four are the main
disciplines considering a Brazilian holistic transdisciplinary approach: This means the creation of an
integrated comprehension, beyond and through disciplines. On the other hand, Artificial Intelligence
cannot go beyond a rational tool and is unable to interact with disciplines in a human sense.

2. What are the main causes of inhumanity that block the evolution of certain zones of
our society and that still generate cultural conflicts?

The Modern Age has created a focus on binary logic and rationality, which tends to exclude intuition
and empiricism from scientific debate, making it difficult to solve concrete issues involving the
complexity of human phenomena. Emotional intelligence seems to be almost absent in this discussion.
So, Western culture tends to be reduced to a mix of science (focused on causality: cause and effect
relations) and ideology. Ideology, in turn, is a result of dogmatism answering what mere science
cannot explain. In my opinion, this is the origin of most cultural conflicts. Then, Artificial Intelligence
should be used considering its limits of application as a tool, or else it can stimulate dogmatism
through its mere rationality, coming to the same problem of scientism, which uses dogmatism to
explain what is beyond science.
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3. How can we develop problem-solving strategies to properly address the conflicts we
dealt with yesterday (human; society) affecting nature and complex systems through
human mediation? (locally/internationally).

In my perspective there are basically two questions: 1) To understand that human conflicts are
complex and need to be solved through the Included Third logic, meaning the dialectical process,
not the Binary Logic of Right and Wrong, True and False, Good and Evil, Manichaeism, scientism,
or dogmatism. 2) Soft skills and hard skills have to interact in a complementary way through the
process of looking for an agreement to solve conflicts.

4. Can we find a place at the University & in organizations: A GREY AND FUZZY
ZONE to discuss these problems through an open, non-violent, and transdisciplinary
dialogue?

I have experience with working groups in public administration complex problem solving. Yes, we
can find a place, if in working groups we are aware of our unconscious ideological bias, our shadows,
and accept different perspectives of reality. We must discuss positions we don´t like. Not accepting
discussion of certain questions configures emotional immaturity and the incapacity to concretely deal
with problems. Furthermore, professors who try to impose their ideology on their students are not
professors, but gurus, and must be despised because they are indirectly creating more conflicts in
civil society when not accepting to discuss different points of view.

This author´s final speech as mediator before the president of CIRET closed the event:

If we are talking about Artificial Intelligence, we need to be aware of our Western Culture’s mechanistic and
rational bias. In this connection, the risk of this AI tool is to be used in the context of scientism feedbacked
by dogmatism, which hinders any attempt to solve conflict problems. So, we need to be aware of our own
ideological biases before trying to mediate conflicts, to respect different cultures and perspectives. This
means we must be mediators of ourselves, of our own shadows, before trying to mediate groups.

After the Symposium discussion, it was created by CIRET a group for the discussion of AI and
transdisciplinarity, envisaging concrete problem solving in organizations and civil society, which demands
time, collective thinking, and emotional welcoming. In fact, problem solving will demand authenticity in
information sharing, which requires a transdisciplinary mediation with empiricism, emotional intelligence,
rationality, and intuition. Finally, to achieve informational transparency and agree with the new technosci-
entific directions, we need time. Scientists tend not to be allowed to think together because of economic
reasons. There seem to be no financial investments by governments and universities in transdisciplinary
research because it demands extra time of dialogue after the scientific work. Transdisciplinarity means
beyond and through disciplines, not only multidisciplinarity (many disciplines not interacting), or interdis-
ciplinarity (interactions between and among disciplines). So, disciplinarity complements transdisciplinarity
and vice-versa.

2 ChatGPT and Technoscience
There can be certain risks of the indiscriminate use of AI, given the concrete example simulated in ChatGPT,
a program from a Microsoft startup that interacts in a conversational dialog format allows ChatGPT to
answer follow-up questions, admit its mistakes, dispute incorrect assumptions, and reject inappropriate
requests. [1]

ChatGPT itself answered the question if it is a platform: It is an AI language model developed by
OpenAI. The model is designed to understand and generate human-like text based on the input it receives.
It can be integrated into various platforms, applications, or systems to provide conversational capabilities.
So while ChatGPT itself is not a platform, it can be used as a component within a platform to enable
natural language interactions with users.
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According to the Brazilian Dom Cabral Foundation (FDC), Microsoft invested USD 1 billion in OpenAl,
a startup company that released ChatGPT in November 2022. The technology works by learning from large
amounts of data how to respond to any request from a user in a human-like manner, offering information
like a traditional search device but in a prose manner. [2]

In the context of the example that was thought of within HPTD-M, it is worth clarifying that there
are basically four ways of reading reality, something settled in transdisciplinary scholars and through
the Brazilian holistic transdisciplinarity: technoscience (technology + science), philosophy, tradition
(includes culture and religion), and art. [3]

In developing the example, this author found that ChatGPT recognizes technoscience as the interplay
of technology and science.

– Question: Can technoscience be understood as technology + science? Can technology create effective
solutions independent or unexplained by science?

– ChatGPT: Technoscience is a term used to describe the interplay between technology and science.
It recognizes the close relationship between the two fields and highlights their interconnectedness in
modern society. Technoscience can be understood as a collaborative and integrated approach that
combines scientific knowledge and technological advancements to address complex problems and
develop innovative solutions.
Science provides the theoretical framework, methodologies, and empirical evidence to understand the
natural world and its phenomena. It involves systematic observation, experimentation, and analysis
to generate knowledge and explain how things work. On the other hand, technology refers to the
practical application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, aiming to create tools, devices,
systems, and processes that enhance human life or solve specific problems.
While technology often relies on scientific principles and discoveries, technology can create effective
solutions that are not fully explained or understood by existing scientific knowledge. In some cases,
new technologies may be developed through trial and error, practical experimentation, or even by
harnessing empirical knowledge gained from experience without a complete understanding of the
underlying scientific principles.
Moreover, technology can also contribute to advancing scientific knowledge itself. New tools and
instruments developed through technological innovation can enable scientists to make new observations,
collect more accurate data, and explore previously inaccessible realms. This, in turn, can lead to the
generation of new scientific theories and concepts.
However, it is important to note that the relationship between technology and science is symbiotic,
and they often reinforce each other. Scientific discoveries provide the foundation for technological ad-
vancements, while technology, in turn, enables further scientific exploration and understanding. Thus,
while technology may create effective solutions that go beyond our current scientific understanding, it
is the synergy between technology and science that drives progress in the long term.

Although ChatGPT recognizes the concept of technoscience, as seen in the holistic transdisciplinarity of
Weil, D’Ambrosio, and Crema [3] besides HPTD-M itself, ChatGPT does not admit there are technologies
not explained in any way by science. However, this author, a civil engineer with professional experience in
the area, has already seen some engineers that use empirical formulas for dimensioning: They have already
discovered that technologies or techniques can be independent of science.

Another example comes from the health area. Once, this author watched an interview with Dr. Zerbini,
a surgeon who performed the first heart transplant in Brazil (1968). The doctor reported seeing personally
how the health system worked in China, impressed with a lung surgery in which the patient was anesthetized
only with acupuncture.

In this context, some physicians and scientists, not being able to explain acupuncture scientifically,
simply deny its existence, in this same isolated rationalist paradigm of the ChatGPT, and therefore do
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not admit that a technique such as acupuncture exists independent of science. It is very risky to deny the
existence of something simply because it cannot be explained rationally or scientifically, even if empirically
it is evident, like the “off-label” prescription of medicines by physicians: They understand that it works but
don´t know the mechanism. This is one of the risks of AI, if used indiscriminately, as this author envisions
through the following analytical and synthetic HPTD M models.

3 HPTD-M Framework: Analytical and Synthetic Models
Jung´s Analytical Psychology, which cannot be confused with Freud’s Psychoanalysis, is one of the references
of the HPTD-M Theory. The celebrated Jungian analyst Marie-Louise von Franz explains the quaternary
structure of the psyche as universal patterns that were discovered by both modern physics and Jung
empirically in his patients, as a psychiatrist, through the psyche functions of sensation, feeling, thinking,
and intuition. [4]

Those four psyche functions of sensation, feeling, thinking, and intuition are essentially connected to
the ancient principles of earth, water, air, and fire, respectively, as seen in Greek philosophy (Empedocles)
and the European Alchemical Tradition, also related directly to the physical states of matter, i.e., solid,
liquid, gas, and plasma. Therefore, a clear correspondence between psychology and physics emerges.

Jung himself already hinted in a 1957 interview that the psyche is a quality of matter, a different kind
of matter. [5]

In physics, a state of matter is one of the distinct forms in which matter can exist. Not by coincidence,
four states of matter are observable in everyday life. In the 20th century, increased states of matter were
generally described based on qualities that can be seen or felt. Matter that feels hard and maintains a
fixed shape is called a solid; matter that feels wet and maintains its volume but not its shape is called a
liquid. Matter that can change both shape and volume is called a gas. Some introductory chemistry texts
name solids, liquids, and gasses as the three states of matter, but higher-level texts recognize plasma as
the fourth state of matter. Plasma is an ionized gas, a gas into which sufficient energy is provided to free
electrons from atoms or molecules and to allow both species, ions, and electrons, to coexist. Plasma is the
most common state of matter in the universe comprising more than 99% of our visible universe and most
of that is not visible. Plasma occurs naturally and makes up the stuff of our sun, the core of stars, and
occurs in quasars, x-beam-emitting pulsars, and supernovas. [6]

The HPTD-M theory is based on this quaternary structure of the psyche which is also reflected in
physics and leads to the psychosomatics approach of Figure 5. HPTD-M also involves the complementarity
principle, as seen in:

– Philosophy: Heraclitus’ Greek concept of enantiodromia and Taoist Ying-Yang.
– Modern Physics (Quantum and Relativistic): De Broglie´s wave-particle duality, Einstein´s mass-

energy convertibility, Bohr´s concepts on subject-object and conscious-unconscious.
– Analytical Psychology: Jung´s complementarities can be seen in many ways, such as a conscious

unconscious, subject-object, introversion-extraversion (terms created by Jung), judgment perception,
thinking feeling, and intuition-sensation.

So, the HPTD-M framework is about quaternary complementarities, i.e., opposites interacting in a
quaternary structure or dualities seen through four elements. This perspective is demonstrated in the
HPTD-M analytical model of Figure 1 and the synthetic model of Figure 2, whereby the four elements are
shown in the vertices of the cross made of the blue axis and red axis, which can be seen as a Cartesian
plane, translated into i) types of intelligence – empirical, emotional, rational, and intuitive; ii) dualities
concrete-abstract and objective-subjective, besides four elements – concrete, subjective, objective, and
abstract; iii) problem-solving requirements – feasibility, reasonableness, rationality, and meaningfulness;
and iv) troubleshooting attributes – effectiveness, sustainability, simplicity, and dialectics. The idea of the
mediating manager in organizations comes from the quaternary complementarities paradigm developed
from 2022 to 2023. [7, 8, 9, 10]
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Figure 1: Simplified HPTD-M Analytical Model Showing Quaternary Complementarities [10]

Figure 2: Full HPTD-M Synthetic Model of Quaternary Complementarities [7, 8, 9, 10]

In the HPTD-M framework, these four elements unfold in dualities or complementarities, such as
human abilities (soft skills) represented by intuitive and emotional intelligence, through a dialogue with the
technical abilities (hard skills) represented by rational and empirical intelligence. Another complementarity
is evidenced in Figure 2, based on Jung’s psychological functions and the MBTI system of self-leadership
and management (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator). It involves the red horizontal axis of the judgment
functions (emotional and rational intelligence), in dialogue with the blue vertical axis of the perception
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functions (intuitive and empirical intelligence). So, the idea of quaternary complementarities is a key to the
HPTD M theory such assoft skills vs. hard skills and judgment vs. perception. There are others,
such as epistemic forms or disciplines, that can be considered from the perspective of the Cartesian plane
in Figure 2, formed by the horizontal axis of judgment and the vertical axis of perception, identified by the
quadrants I, II, III, and IV, respectively:

I- Philosophy (rational and intuitive intelligence).
II- Tradition (intuitive and emotional intelligence).
III- Art (emotional and empirical intelligence).
IV- Technoscience (empirical and rational intelligence).

These connections are relative because art has intuitive aspects, tradition has developed rational
foundations, and science itself often starts its theories at an intuitive level. Therefore, this model cannot be
treated with a peremptory binary logic, but as the logic of the Included Third, known to transdisciplinary
academia to solve complex problems. So, the HPTD-M synthetic model of Figure 2 sounds more like a
compass, as a reference of direction, than a thermometer that measures quantities.

Also in Figure 2, apart from the four elements, it is understood that the concept of UNDERSTAND-
ING is much more than KNOWING. The transdisciplinarity (TD) in the center represents the vision
beyond and through the four elements, for COMPREHENSION in a broader sense to solve problems.

For the Chilean economist Max-Neef (1932-2019), an ex-professor of Stanford and Alternative Nobel
Awarded in the early 1980s for his theory of Barefoot Economics: formal knowledge, linked to reason, is
constructed according to the rules of method and causality, while understanding, more linked to intuition,
regulates method and causality:

A strange sort of shyness seems to prevail in the sense that confessing the contribution of
intuition may be perceived and ridiculed as indecent exposure, not worthy of a true scientist.
Einstein, who could afford to be above and beyond such shyness, declared that “the intuitive
mind is a sacred gift, and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a society in
which we honor the servant and have forgotten the gift.”

“When Niels Bohr, the illustrious Danish physicist, was granted a title of nobility by the king
of Denmark, as a tribute to his transcendental contributions to science and the culture of his
country and the world, he was asked to make suggestions for the design of his coat of arms.
His request was to put on the thenter the Taoist symbol of the Yin and Yang, and below the
sentence: Contraria sunt Complementa. Through that act he revealed the essence of the most
transcendental truth his wisdom had allowed him to surmise.” (Mallmann et al., 1979). [11]

Also for Max-Neef in his book La Economı́a Desenmascarada, about his experience, initially as a
professor of economics at Berkeley:

My whole discourse as a conventional economic academic was completely inadequate for me
to say anything meaningful. I was used to diagnosing and analyzing, but I was not used to
understanding. [12]

For Brazilian Roberto Crema (1951- ), anthropologist, psychologist, creator of the Fifth Force in Therapy,
and transdisciplinary theorist, there is a hypertrophy of information and knowledge, of broad, unrestricted,
and immediate access, concomitant to the atrophy of the process of discernment and understanding. [13]

Still from Figure 2, apart from the four elements, it appears that the concept of UNDERSTANDING is
broader than KNOWING. Transdisciplinarity (TD) in the center represents the vision beyond and through
the four elements, for UNDERSTANDING in a broader sense for problem solving.

Finally, Figure 3 is the full HPTD-M Analytical model, which cannot be understood merely with a
binary logic of ”right and wrong” or 0 and 1 of Western culture, but also at the highest level of complexity
as the logic of the Included Third, dialectics, expressing the middle-way to solve the most complex problems
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Figure 3: Full HPTD-M Analytical Model and AI Scope. Sources: Whole Figure [10]; direct quotes in the
last column: Einstein [11], Capra [14], Max-Neef [12], and Crema [13]

of human phenomena, or as an intermediate logic of feedback, typical of living systems in Capra’s systemic
holistic view. So, there are three levels of complexity for problem solving in logical terms: Binary Logic,
Feedback Logic, and Included Third Logic. The most suitable for each concrete case must be used,
considering the requirement of simplicity for problem solving.

Not only through the types of intelligence the scope of AI can be demonstrated but also by the three
levels of complexity and the four epistemic ways correlated to those four types of intelligence. This idea
was fully explained and presented by this author on July 30, 2023. Between minute 8 and minute 53 of the
presentation in English, which was simultaneously translated from English to Portuguese with comments
of Prof. Dr. Mariana Thieriot Loisel, the coordinator of the event: The Transdisciplinary Mediator for
Effective Problem Solving in Organizations and Civil Society. [10]

During the presentation, there was a dialogue in French, translated to English, with Hubert Landier
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from Paris, a mediation-oriented economist who practices social auditing in organizations. Dr. Landier
was satisfied and identified with HPTD-M’s presentation. On the same day, Dr. Landier shared with this
author an excerpt from his book Social Monitoring and Social Climate Audits: Why and How?

Participants from the USA, Canada, France, Japan, Morocco, and Brazil attended the presentation,
including Sorbonne professor Dr. HDR Florent Pasquier, President of the Centre International de
Recherches et Etudes Transdisciplinaires (CIRET), who promoted the presentation in collaboration with
Brazil’s CETRANS.

4 MI Theory compared to HPTD-M in ChatGPT
There is a typology of nine intelligences in MI Theory, the multiple intelligences theory by Harvard professor
Howard Gardner. As presented by Northern Illinois University [15]:

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences Summarized

1. Verbal-linguistic intelligence (well-developed verbal skills and sensitivity to the sounds, meanings, and
rhythms of words)

2. Logical-mathematical intelligence (ability to think conceptually and abstractly, and capacity to discern
logical and numerical patterns)

3. Spatial-visual intelligence (capacity to think in images and pictures, to visualize accurately and
abstractly)

4. Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence (ability to control one’s body movements and to handle objects skillfully)
5. Musical intelligences (ability to produce and appreciate rhythm, pitch, and timber)
6. Interpersonal intelligence (capacity to detect and respond appropriately to the moods, motivations,

and desires of others)
7. Intrapersonal (capacity to be self-aware and in tune with inner feelings, values, beliefs, and thinking

processes)
8. Naturalist intelligence (ability to recognize and categorize plants, animals, and other objects in nature)
9. Existential intelligence (sensitivity and capacity to tackle deep questions about human existence such

as, “What is the meaning of life? Why do we die? How did we get here?”

ChatGPT also lists those nine types as Linguistic, Logical-Mathematical, Spatial, Musical, Bodily-
Kinesthetic, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal, Naturalistic, and Existential.

Considering the HPTD-M was published in 2022 and the ChatGPT database is not beyond Septem-
ber/2021, ChatGPT does not recognize the relationship that this author made between Jung’s four functions,
sensation, feeling, thinking, and intuition, to conceptualize, within the HTPD-M theory, respectively the
empirical, emotional, rational, and intuitive types of intelligence. In this sense, some simulations were
made on ChatGPT in search of relationships between the HPTD-M´s and Gardner´s types, with specific
questions, indirectly, starting from the functions of Jung. Thus, distortions and difficulties arose, such as
relating spatial intelligence to intuition, which sounds absurd, and not relating intrapersonal intelligence to
emotional intelligence, as if this was also linked to intuition (a misunderstanding). The reproduction below
reflects the problem:

– Question: Can you describe Gardner´s nine intelligences and compare them to Jung´s four functions,
as if Jung´s functions could be considered 4 intelligences?

– ChatGPT: Certainly! While Jung’s four functions are not typically framed as intelligences, we can
explore how they might relate to Howard Gardner’s nine intelligences. It’s important to note that this
is an interpretation and not a direct correlation, as Jung and Gardner developed their theories within
different contexts. With that in mind, let’s examine the comparison:
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Thinking Function (Jung) vs. Logical-Mathematical Intelligence (Gardner):

Jung’s thinking function involves objective analysis and logical reasoning. This can be loosely associated with
Gardner’s logical-mathematical intelligence, which encompasses skills related to mathematical reasoning,
problem-solving, and logical thinking.

Feeling Function (Jung) vs. Interpersonal Intelligence (Gardner):

Jung’s feeling function focuses on subjective values and empathy. While not an exact match, it can be
compared to Gardner’s interpersonal intelligence, which involves the ability to understand and interact
effectively with others, showing empathy, and perceiving their emotions and motivations.

Sensation Function (Jung) vs. Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence (Gardner):

Jung’s sensation function is related to the perception of sensory information and concrete experiences. It
can be loosely associated with Gardner’s bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, which involves skillful control and
coordination of bodily movements, as well as a heightened awareness of the physical environment.

Intuition Function (Jung) vs. Spatial Intelligence (Gardner):

Jung’s intuition function is characterized by perceiving patterns, possibilities, and connections beyond the
immediate sensory information. While not a direct match, it shares some similarities with Gardner’s spatial
intelligence, which involves the ability to think in terms of visual and spatial representations, such as mental
imagery, spatial reasoning, and navigation.

It’s important to reiterate that these comparisons are an attempt to draw connections between the two
frameworks. However, they should be understood as speculative and not definitive. Both Jung’s four
functions and Gardner’s nine intelligences are complex constructs, and any attempt to map them onto each
other will be an approximation rather than an exact match.

Therefore, in this author’s view, which involves not only the rational aspects of AI, but it seems a
broader understanding on a transdisciplinary level, the four types of intelligence in the HPTD-M
Theory can be related to the nine types in the MI Theory, respectively, as follows.

Intuitive intelligence is connected to existential, as it is based on the abstract and sense-making.

Rational intelligence is related tological-mathematical because it is objective, linear, logical,
and mechanistic.

Emotional intelligence is connected to intrapersonal and interpersonal because it involves the
human ability for self-control and relationships with others.

Empirical intelligence is related to spatial-visual, bodily-kinesthetic, and naturalist because
it is focused on the concrete, on what can be experienced through the five senses.

Finally, intuitive, emotional, and rational types of intelligence can be connected or related
to musical and verbal-linguistic, because both music and language involve abstract questions of
meaning (making sense), subjective questions, and objective questions, respectively connected to
intuition, feeling, and thinking.

Those are only approximations of reality because any taxonomy has its limits and cannot be peremptory
or definitive. However, HPTD-M is based on the four archetypal elements, transdisciplinary
universal patterns from Greek Philosophy, European Alchemical Tradition, Modern Physics,
and Jungian Psychology, i.e.:

– Greek and Alchemical symbols of Earth, Water, Air, and Fire, considering Empedocles, Heraclitus,
and Isaac Newton.
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– Physical states of matter, Solid, Liquid, Gas, and Plasma.
– Psychological functions of Sensation, Feeling, Thinking, and Intuition.

AI will never catch up with issues related to sense-making, dialectics, the transdisciplinary logic of
the included third party, the notion of reasonableness (different from rationality), and ethics: of what is
acceptable and what is not. Summing up, soft skills are out of AI’s capacity for processing data, doing
combinatory analysis, and finding results through binary logic.

Not only soft skills are outside the scope of AI, but also empirical intelligence, as already seen in the
example of empirical formulas of engineers and acupuncture.

In this context, the realization arises that AI can provide powerful tools for organizing data and distinct
theories that may not yet communicate, but it will never provide the sense of human skills (soft skills) and
the practical experience of a professional (empirical intelligence).

This discussion may be interesting in the context of leadership and mediation theories, as this author
has addressed in his HPTD-M publications and a 14-hour course on the mediating manager of 2023, which
evidences the necessity of understanding the three types of paradigms for problem solving the suitability of
application of each one, depending on the concrete case: mechanistic, systemic, and transdisciplinary [16].
The HPTD-M is seen in this context as an integration of the three paradigms.

5 Efficiency vs. Effectiveness: AI may be a Consultant But Not a
Decision Maker

As per the HPTD-M models developed in the article Effectiveness and Styles of Leadership in Public
Management [8], the most concrete troubleshooting attribute according to the HPTD-M is Effectiveness
(see the model in Figure 2), which is more than the Efficiency of the economy (costs) and conformity of
processes (compliance and bureaucracy). Effectiveness means the result of management in the perception
of civil society - the external environment impacts. However, the concept of Efficiency, as described, is
partly comprised of Effectiveness. As per the HPTD-M model for problem solving, synthesized in Figure 4,
Effectiveness contains Efficiency and can be applied to any public or private organization:

– Efficiency: compliance, cost, production, quality control, to do things right.
– Effectiveness: producing a decided, decisive, or desired effect by doing the right thing.

In this context of efficiency and effectiveness, HPTD-M has also concepts related to governance and
governability for organizations, a type of complementary that creates the transdisciplinary leader as an
articulator and facilitator of technicians, managers, politicians, and civil society in general, as per the
HPTD M:

– Governance involves the internal environment and how the decisions are made for working groups
and organizations. The results can be seen in the perspective of the inner effectiveness.

– Governability is related to the external environment and the systemic stability in large public
organizations, involving the dialogue between politicians and the civil society that they represent.
The outer effectiveness can be seen as the level of support of civil society.

There is clearly a difference between efficiency and effectiveness in management, roughly and respectively
the difference between “doing things right” and “doing the right thing”. So, AI tends to be an efficient
source of information, like a consultant or an assistant, because it can select a database much better and
faster than a human would do. However, AI can never be an effective manager or a decision maker, because
it has no soft skills, as far as human phenomena are concerned, especially regarding meaningful new ideas,
foreseeing problems, relationship skills with all actors involved, and wisdom in the decision-making process.
This important point is one of the core points of this article.
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Figure 4: PTD-M Synthetic Model for Effectiveness vs. Efficiency for Problem Solving in Organizations
Source: This new HPTD-M Model expresses a synthesis of the article [8]

6 Adequate Use of AI: Example of Plato´s Four Virtues
As an example of adequate use of AI as an efficient source of information, this author made a very specific
question about Plato´s philosophy, with precise and well-determined concepts. The essential point here is
to show that efficient results come when being very clear in what is being asked. Otherwise, the answers
will not achieve the goal, i.e., to use AI one needs to be objective, even considering the complexity of
Plato´s philosophy hermeneutics:

– Question: In Plato, can Justice be understood as a fourth virtue that balances the other three related
to the parts of the soul, namely rational wisdom, irascible strength, and concupiscible temperance?

– ChatGPT: In Plato’s philosophy, justice is indeed considered as a fundamental virtue, and it can be
understood as a fourth virtue that harmonizes and balances the other three related to the parts of the
soul. Plato’s understanding of justice is intricately tied to his theory of the tripartite soul, which he
presents in his famous work ”The Republic.”

According to Plato, the human soul consists of three distinct parts:

Rational (Wisdom): This part of the soul is associated with reason, intellect, and the capacity to
make rational decisions. It seeks knowledge, truth, and understanding.

Irascible (Strength or Spirit): This part is associated with emotions, courage, and the desire for honor
and victory. It can manifest in both positive aspects like bravery and negative aspects like anger and
aggression.

Concupiscible (Temperance or Appetite): This part is related to desires, physical pleasures, and basic
instincts such as hunger, thirst, and sexual desires.

Plato’s conception of justice involves each part of the soul performing its proper function without
interfering with the functions of the other parts. When the soul is in a state of internal harmony,
where reason rules over emotions and desires, and each part fulfills its role, justice prevails within the
individual.
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In ”The Republic,” Plato explores the idea of justice on both the individual and the societal levels. He
suggests that a just society would mirror the just soul, where each member performs their proper role
and contributes to the well-being of the whole community. In such a society, philosophers would be the
rulers (representing the rational part), guardians would provide defense and protection (representing
the irascible part), and producers would fulfill the economic functions (representing the concupiscible
part).

Plato’s vision of justice involves the harmony and balance of these different parts within the soul
and society. It is the proper alignment and cooperation of these elements that lead to a just and
flourishing individual and community. Justice, therefore, acts as the unifying principle that ensures
the well-functioning and flourishing of the whole, be it in the soul or the society.

The answer from ChatGPT is remarkable, the exegesis converges to the one of the 1949 Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation edition, from Lisbon, of Plato´s The Republic, footnote 31 of p. 204, which considers
justice the harmonious meeting of three different elements, i.e., rational, irascible, and concupiscible [17]

This interpretation can be analyzed through Plato´s dialogue Fedro [18], in the myth of the chariot
Plato compares the soul to a chariot pulled by two horses, one docile and the other indocile. The human
body is the chariot, and the chariot-driver is Reason, which drives the two horses (feelings and instincts,
respectively) using the reins (thinking control).

In this myth context, according to Olleta [19], Plato considers that the soul is the excellent part of
man, which is immortal and unites us with the divine world. The soul is divided into:

– Rational: The myth of the chariot represents the rational soul with the metaphor of the chariot-
driver. It is the excellent part of the soul, identified with reason and with the achievement of goodness
and justice, in which rulers should be mirrored.

– Irascible: The myth of the chariot represents the irascible soul with the metaphor of the good and
docile white horse. Thanks to this horse, the chariot driver can accompany the gods to the world of
ideas. In the irascible soul is found the will and strength typical of warriors.

– Concupiscent: In the myth of the chariot, Plato represents this part with the bad horse, black, not
very docile, and directed towards the sensible world. It is a part of the human soul that is more
related to the body, to sensitive pleasures and appetites for sex, food, fame, wealth... Its virtue is
temperance, in which merchants should mirror themselves.

Also, according to Olleta, the theme of virtue in Plato includes two fundamental questions: concerning
how one can possess virtue and concerning its essence or nature. Regarding the first question, we see in
the philosopher the influence of his teacher Socrates - whoever possesses a virtue has some knowledge: you
cannot do Good or Justice if you do not know what Good and Justice are, just as you cannot perform a
specific job if you do not have knowledge for the second question of the essence of virtue, Plato conceived it
as a state that corresponds to the soul according to its own nature. Like the soul, we find several parts, each
of a certain kind of virtue that suits it. Thus, the rational part of virtue is wisdom or prudence,
which consists in the knowledge of the ultimate truth of human behavior, the knowledge of what to do on
each particular occasion; to the irascible part will correspond the virtue of strength or courage,
a disposition of the will by which we can carry out conduct that prudence teaches is appropriate at each
moment, an accomplishment that often involves renouncing pleasures and benefits of one’s own. Finally,
the concupiscible part will have the virtue of temperance: moderating the disposition of appetites,
which allows the soul not to be continually disturbed by abundant and intense desires. That is, to control
desires. [19]

Through the HPTD-M interpretation, Plato´s four virtues are another way of seeing the quaternary
structure of the psyche through Jung´s functions or the archetypal four elements, i.e.: 1) temperate
concupiscible sensation, 2) strong irascible feeling, 3) prudent rational thinking, and 4) just intellectual
intuition involving the search of the abstract idea of goodness (in Plato´s theory of Ideas shown in The
Republic).
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So, the archetypal quaternary structure of the psyche can also be seen in ancient Greek philosophy,
not only through the four elements of Empedocles or through Plato´s virtues, but also as per Plato´s
levels of knowledge that explain the concept of a direct understanding of reality without the rationality,
like through the insights, which can be seen in philosophy as “intellectual intuition” (noesis), mentioned
in another quaternary context – noesis, dianoia, pystis,and eikasia, explained through one article of this
author just before publishing the HPTD-M theory:

By platonic epistemology (episteme in the sense of comprehensive knowledge in the transdisciplinary
context): i) noesis is intellectual intuition, and episteme is knowledge acquired through noesis, it is
synonymous with broader understanding in this context, it is not just about intellectual knowledge; ii)
thinking, when contemplating forms or ideas, offers the rational view of knowledge (dianoia), as in
mathematics; iii) noesis and dianoia then form knowledge in the sense of comprehensive understanding
of platonic vision, as opposed to the opinion of the lower levels of pystis (belief or conviction) and
eikasia (opinion by perception only). Hence one can observe the parallelism between the Jungian
functions and Plato levels:

A) Eikasia–sensation (perception function).
B) Pistis–feeling (belief is a form of feeling).
C) Dianoia–thought (mathematics is a form of logical thinking).
D) Noesis–comes from nous (spirit), which means to understand the essence through intuition. [20]

For all the above reasons, management tools need to be used a priori with the awareness of the limits
of their applications. AI is no different, a disruptive technology that every professional will have to learn to
deal with, as happened with the personal computer in the late 1980s, an excellent rational tool, but not an
empirical, emotional, or intuitive for problem solving, as corroborated by Gardner’s MI Theory (Multiple
Intelligences) and the HPTD-M idea of soft skill (emotional + intuitive intelligence). The view that AI
is connected to rational intelligence and KNOWLEDGE, but not to the broader COMPREHENSION of
reality, also draws attention. These are issues that involve the complexity of human phenomena, which
cannot be reduced to rationalistic and/or mechanistic models as if those paradigms were a solution for
everything. An example of this is the leadership and mediation visions that the HPTD-M theory has
developed along with ways of solving problems in organizations. Binary logic does not apply in this case,
that is, the transdisciplinary logic of the Included Third is more appropriate. Besides, AI works as a
consultant or assistant, an efficient information source, but not as a manager or decision maker with
effectiveness since the limits of AI are the complexity of human phenomena.

7 The HPTD-M Mediating Manager vs. AI
The concept of the mediating manager has an essential role in showing the limits of AI. In connection
with the perspective of social audit of the French economist and mediator Dr. Hubert Landier, through
HPTD-M emerges the idea of the transdisciplinary mediating manager as an alternative for problem solving
in organizations.

The rationalist models borrowed from the hard sciences configure a reductionist approach of merely
mechanistic AI or biological-environmental views, which can´t be applied to complex human phenomena,
for which the proposal of the mediating manager emerges as a possible alternative. An HPTD-M article
evolved this perspective [9] together with a training course given by this author to public managers in
Brazil [16].

The idea of the HPTD-M mediating manager involves various disciplines to create an integration by
understanding beyond and through disciplines, which may lead the mediator to four dimensions

– Generalist: Manager as an articulating leader, a generalist articulating many specialists.
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– Peacemaker: A mediator promotes agreement between the parties to resolve conflicts before
judicializing an issue, including by using techniques along the lines of the Systemic Law discipline
of the Brazilian Bar OAB [21]. In the case of public management, the manager is in the role of
facilitator, articulator, and conflict harmonizer.

– Ghostbusters: With the ability to put the right people in the right place. Two mediators in a social
audit (different from an accounting audit) looking for the ”ghosts in the organizations’ environments”,
according to Dr. Landier: The ever-present, yet unspoken memory of an event or a person that
destabilized the community and contributes to keeping this collectivity divided, for no apparent
reason [22]. In the specific case of the public manager, the development of the expertise to put the
right people in the right place so that ”ghosts” are prevented through organizational synergy.

– Welcoming in a broad sense: The capacity to listen, to hear, and to welcome all the actors.
A therapist is a mediator for the conscience development of his clients, on a personal, family, or
organizational level. As for the manager, the ability to listen and welcome (accept and integrate)
all stakeholders or actors involved in work groups and organizations, so that the best solutions are
developed. About the levels of listening within working groups:

– level 1 – Distracted listening, not paying attention completely to what is said.
– level 2 – Burocratic or proforma listening, just taking notes of what is said.
– level 3 – Listening rationally: according to personal/organizational mindset or mental model.

Those may swear that listen to everyone, but they do it only proforma or bureaucratically, not
accepting different opinions.

– level 4 – Welcoming in a strict sense: i) acceptance: the leader must emotionally accept
to discuss new ways or ideas, even if considered weird or unusual, through the skill of emotional
intelligence;ii) integration of all stakeholders into the workgroup, making everybody feel included,
which is difficult, but it is what solves the problem dialectically and effectively, as per the HPTD-M
analytical model attributes from the most abstract to the more concrete: dialectics, sustainability,
simplicity, and effectiveness.

This expertise can avoid costs for organizations and civil society because the problem is
solved before it happens, or in the beginning. Transdisciplinary mediators act like fire extinguishers
before the fire spreads. Also, those mediators promote the consciousness development to listen more than
bureaucratically and rationally, with acceptance and integration of all the stakeholders or actors involved
in work groups and organizations.

So, effective solutions are developed in cases where the crisis is already installed, but there can
be also preventive actions. In both cases the intervention is necessary.

The Ghostbusters with the ability to put the right people in the right place: Two mediators in a social
audit (different from an accounting audit) looking for the ”ghosts in the organizations’ environments”,
according to the vision of Dr. Landier, as already seen. [22]

In the HPTD-M paradigm, the training of the TD mediating manager involves conscience development,
not only through the strict sense training of KNOWLEDGE but especially the development of UNDER-
STANDING, of learning to learn, with oneself and with others. The conscience development, which Jung
named the ”individuation” process, in the view of HPTD M applies not only to the individual but also to
the collective level of organizations, especially the collective unconscious and the shadows that permeate
the many levels, like in the ”ghosts” detected in Landier´s social audits, which have connections to the
HPTD-M model of Figure 6.

Involving an unconscious influence of the Western rational culture, the traditional prejudice against
psychology as an effective instrument for conscience development in organizations must be dissolved.
Rationalists, mechanists, and reductionists tend to call for psychology only when they understand that
there is a disorder like a disease, as this author has already witnessed in the speech of a foreign professor, in
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a lecture on emotional intelligence, when he replied, regarding organizational therapies, that psychological
disorders should be dealt with “separately”.

Management problems cannot be solved only with mechanisms because human phenomena are much
more complex than mechanical, biological, and ecological issues, even in a systemic vision, hence the
HPTD-M paradigm is a way of approaching the experienced reality, while considering the mechanistic and
systemic paradigms, when applied as a simpler way of solving problems. This is much beyond AI scope.

8 Psychosomatics and the Shadow of Emotional Intelligence
The Western rational culture’s difficulty with psychological approaches for concrete problem solving is
related to the limits of AI itself. Through a transdisciplinary context and a holistic systemic context,
psychosomatics has a relevant role, highlighting the view of Dr. Muresan´s Healing and health systems.
Integralist-transdisciplinary benchmarks [23]. Summarizing some ideas presented by the author, to compare
with the HPTD-M approach:

– There is a connection between thoughts, emotions, and illness.
– The more we defend ourselves, the slower we develop.
– An acute infection is the result of a violent emotion, for a short period.
– A chronic infection refers to a negative emotion that has existed for a long time.
– An infection indicates an accumulation of negative emotions.
– A viral infection indicates that someone else is in control of your life.
– Inflammation can indicate your opposition to changing something that is needed in your life.
– The immune system is directly related to your emotional states. Intense suffering reduces its strength.

Part of the HPTD-M psychosomatic model was published in 2022 [24] but was developed before this
author had contact with Dr. Muresan’s article on integralist-transdisciplinary references for healing and
health. There are some convergences of ideas that corroborate the principle of quaternary complementarities
of HPTD-M arising from the basis of the health framework presented by the author.

To clarify what was published in 2022: this author is not a doctor nor a psychologist, just an engineer
with an MBA who worked with civil engineering and business management, including foreign trade.
Currently, out of professional necessity, he transits in public management, economics, and law, having
developed HPTD-M from experience with organizations and working groups. Therefore, this author has
been in his professional career a generalist who articulates specialists. In addition, for more than 30 years
he has studied the systemic vision combined later with the transdisciplinary perspective, since reading
Capra’s holistic systems in 1987 in the book The Turning Point. Incidentally, Capra is a Ph.D. in physics
who evidenced parallels between modern physics, ancient traditions, philosophies, psychology, health, and
economics. [25]

In this context, HPTD-M understands the psychosomatic process not only in terms of people but
especially of the organizations they are part of, whether the organization is a family, a company, or even a
small working group. The origin of the term is the fusion of PSIQUE and SOMA (from Greek), soul and
body, psychological, and physical part, as they interact in a dynamic balance, in harmony. Imbalances
need to be resolved at the emotional and/or mental/intellectual level, but ultimately, they are resolved
physiologically in the human organism if the imbalance is not addressed at the psychological level. In
organizations, these imbalances ultimately resolve in somatization among participants. In other words,
participants get ill when the work environment becomes toxic, especially when essential issues are avoided,
even if unconsciously (unintentionally), and thrown ”under the carpet”. This HPTD-M view is very similar
to Dr. Landier´s ”ghosts in organizations” [22]. Dr. Landier himself corroborated, when he was present at
the international presentation of this author on 30.06.2023, promoted by CIRET (French transdisciplinary
center) and CETRANS (Center for Transdisciplinary Education in Brazil), as he asked questions and
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showed his convergence with the HPTD-M view [10]. Like people, organizations also get ill, but only at
the psychological level: The illness will be manifested individually in the participants through the somatic
level, i.e., they can get physically sick in many ways.

To illustrate, through psychotherapy it is possible to understand some unconscious (unintentional)
defense mechanisms that avoid dealing directly with emotional discomforts:

– Escaping to the symbolic/noetic world (from the Greek NOUS), as if our physical and concrete
world were an illusion, without understanding that emotional conflicts are part of learning processes.
Meditation and mindfulness can be a tool to improve our intuition, our insights, and our creativity,
but they are only a means, not an end in themselves.

– Rationalizing everything, as if the mere logical understanding of a problem automatically implies
the solution. This defense mechanism tends to be the most common in our Western rational culture.

– Dramatizing emotion, as in a theater, as an unconscious way of not dealing directly with emotional
pain. It may even be an intermediate resource to get used to the pain before confronting it directly.
Figure 5 details this map, as it engages with emotional intelligence in the shadow sense of our Western
culture, as will be explained.

– Somatizing unconsciously as a last systemic resort to balance escape from emotional discomfort.
When psychogenic illness occurs, it means that our psyche has not accepted the problem or has
not been able to deal with it consciously, so the last solution to balance our system is physical.
Everyone has emotional discomforts and cannot hide from them. We must learn from our mistakes:
psychosomatics is clear in this sense. If an imbalance reaches the somatic level, it means that
the psychic level has failed to deal with the problem. Jung, who was a psychiatrist, called these
psychogenic diseases [26]. This is the last resort to harmonize the whole system.

Of course, there are other somatic disorders, such as hereditary or external influences, e.g. chemical
intoxication and radiation: these are not psychogenic diseases. In this sense, the framework of the HPTD-M
psychosomatic process is through the interaction between the object (external environment) and the subject,
the internal environment of all. Four levels of subtlety correspond to our types of intelligence. Those levels
are:

– Physiological (physical balance of the body).
– Energetic (vitality to carry out activities).
– Emotional (feelings).
– Intellectual (rationality).

The four types of intelligence model of HPTD-M can relate to these levels:

– Empirical - concrete with the Physiological and Energetic.
– Emotional - subjective with the emotion itself.
– Rational - objective with the Intellectual.
– Intuitive - abstract with what is beyond the Intellectual on an abstract level.

According to Franz, in a book on the theory of synchronicity, which can be applied to situations where
sense rather than causality prevails: There is a relationship between physical and psychic energy, and while
physical energy can be measured quantitatively, we have no way yet of measuring the amount of psychic
energy except by the sense of awareness of intensity. The function of feeling is to give us guidance on this
when we talk about something that moves us. [27]

So, this connection between emotional energy and the psychosomatic process can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: HPTD-M Psychosomatics Model: Emotional Level as a Shadow of the Rational Western Culture.
Source: This new HPTD-M Model improves the 2022 previous one [24] through the schema of
the EMOTIONAL level

9 Beyond AI’s Scope: Shadow Levels, Soft Skills, and Empirical
Intelligence

The Jungian concept of the shadow should be understood in this context. Jung said that we are conscious
of only a small part of the world. Our vision reaches only a certain distance, our memory is insufficient,
and our sensory perceptions, important for our orientation, also. Many things happen that we are too
blind to see. Consciousness is like a lighthouse that travels across the field; only the illuminated points
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Figure 6: Shadow Levels of the Collective Unconscious [28]

are conscious. The sphere of shadow is the unconscious, or dark side, the habitually unconscious part. To
be conscious you must be focused; we are always conscious o3f something specific. The total personality
could be described as the consciousness plus the unconscious. There is the usually unconscious area and
the relatively unconscious area; there are times when we are conscious of this and times when we are
conscious of something else. We think we know something about the nature of (physical) matter, but
what is consciousness? We have no idea. We have no perspective away from consciousness, to judge its
properties. The conscience is like a headlight traveling through the field; only the illuminated points are
conscious. The unconscious, or dark side, the part that is usually unconscious, is the shadow sphere. To be
conscious you must be focused; we are always conscious of something specific. The total personality could
be described as the conscious plus the unconscious. There is the area of the habitually unconscious and the
area of the relatively unconscious; there are times when we are conscious of this and times when we are
conscious of something else. [26]

The shadow is everything that one cannot be aware of or that is repressed in some way, not only on
the personal level but on the various collective levels, from the family, organizations, cities, states, and
countries, until reaching the world archetypal level, according to the model presented by this author in an
article published in 2022, adapted in Figure 6. [28]

AI cannot understand the shadow of our Western culture inherited from the mechanistic Modern Age.
With a hypertrophy of rational intelligence about others, reducing the subject to the object, the tendency
is that the shadow of the West directly involves emotional intelligence and the subject, the opposites,
something in line with Heraclitus’ idea of enantiodromia, which Jung incorporated in his Analytical
Psychology. In this context, the emotional complementarities in Figure 5 are a detailed map of the
EMOTIONAL level, including artificial dramatization versus genuine feeling, as already described in the
sense of a psychological defense mechanism. Figure 5 is relevant because modern Western culture tends to
be rational and to overlook the relevance of feelings in individual and collective psychological well-being,
i.e. physiological health through psychosomatic health. This means that emotional intelligence tends to be
the shadow of Western culture in the face of rational intelligence that represses its complementary. The
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balance between emotion and reason for health in a holistic perspective would be recommended, including
concrete solutions to problems in organizations, at various levels, Figure 5 complementarity presents the
context of psychic energy related to emotions: lack (sadness), excess (anger), and balance (serenity). The
principle of Complementarity is the key.

The soft skills of intuitive intelligence intertwined with emotional intelligence will now be expressly
addressed, which AI also does not achieve. According to Galvão, professor of applied philosophy at New
Acropolis Brazil, symbolic vision, intuition, imagination, creativity, innovation, inspiration, ethics, justice,
principles, meaning, purpose, and ideals, the AI does not reach with its mechanical logic, combinatory
analysis, and positivism. Aligned with the HPTD-M vision, the teacher understands that our culture is
hypertrophied logically and thus many people have occupied the place of machines for a long time with
their deductions and mechanisms. For Galvão, the need to develop human skills is now apparent. What this
author argues, is: AI reaches only the rational intelligence, but not the intuitive and the emotional. The
teacher implicitly corroborates by saying that AI can be a wonderful encyclopedia for doing combinatorial
analysis never seen before, but it only makes from what exists, it does not create, and advances in human
culture happen through innovations. [29]

Figure 7: Choosing to leave a toxic situation - the power of stepping away [36]

Considering this HPTD-M context of levels of collective unconscious and the shadow of emotional
intelligence in our Western culture, Dr. Mariana Thieriot Loisel shared Figure 7 with this author, through
LinkedIn [36]. The reflection provoked by Figure 7 involves the result of choosing to leave a toxic situation,
i.e., the power of stepping away. Dr. Loisel is a transdisciplinary author who has a theory of Grey Zones, as
well as a post-doctorate in philosophy, science, and technology. After examining Figure 7, another Brazilian
friend, Debora Santille, a Brazilian expert in governance and finance besides a former business executive,
currently focused on companies’ boards of directors, understands it applies to corporate risk mitigation.
Alternatively, according to Carlos Adolfo M. da C. Câmara, an economist in the Brazilian career of São
Paulo state tax auditor, Figure 7 represents the interruption of a flow of mistaken thoughts by means of a
disruptive measure. The reflections from Santille and Câmara corroborate the HPTD-M approach that AI,
with its rational limitation as a tool, can generate a succession of mistaken attitudes if not mediated by the
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empirical, emotional, and intuitive intelligence of the decision maker, i.e., human mediation.
Finally, AI will never be able to reach issues related to ”making sense”, dialectics, the transdisciplinary

logic of the third party included, the notion of reasonableness (different from rationality), and ethics,
of what is acceptable and what is not. In short, soft skills are beyond the reach of AI. Soft skills and
empirical intelligence are already seen in the example of the empirical formulas of engineers, acupuncture,
and “off-label” medicines. In this context, the realization arises that AI can provide powerful tools for
organizing data and different theories that may not yet have been communicated, but it will never provide
the sense of human skills (soft skills) and the practical experience of a professional (empirical intelligence).
This discussion may be interesting in the context of leadership and mediation theories such as the one
presented by this author in 2023 when teaching a 14-hour course on the mediating manager to address
problem solving. [16]

10 No Consciousness Awakening in AI

HPTD-M understands that insights can come from the personal and/or collective unconscious. Conscious
and unconscious interact in a duality. According to Jung’s Analytical Psychology, there is a personal
unconscious and an impersonal or transpersonal unconscious, i.e., the collective unconscious, because it is
detached from anything personal and is common to all men since its contents can be found everywhere,
which is naturally not the case with the personal contents. The personal unconscious contains lost memories,
painful ideas that are repressed (i.e., forgotten on purpose), subliminal perceptions, which are meant sense
perceptions that were not strong enough to reach consciousness, and finally, contents that are not yet
ripe for consciousness. It corresponds to the figure of the shadow so frequently met with in dreams [30].
HPTD-M considers the ancient concept of egregore [31] through a modern perspective, as a group that
reflects a common collective unconscious, in connection with the Jungian concept, including the model in
Figure 6 that describes levels of the collective unconscious, from 0 (personal) to 8 (worldwide). HPTD-M
has therefore developed a model to address the issue of the unconscious in organizations, by classifying
the collective unconscious through levels, from the families, organizations, groups, municipalities, states,
and nationalities, also to the higher level of the global (archetypal). In this context emerges the Jungian
idea of shadow, which is present in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The unconscious and the shadow involve also
the concept of “ghosts” in organizational environments, developed by Landier [22], and also the idea of
non-intentional interaction between the conscious and unconscious from Loisel´s Les mutations humaines:
philosopie et science [32].

As per Table 1, there is a relation between AI and one of the five main HPTD-M models: Psychosomatics
in Figure 5, which connects the Physiological, Energetic, Emotional, and Intellectual levels to the observer,
which could be considered the individual human Consciousness, beyond this psychosomatics level.

This paradigm is corroborated by Figure 8: The consolidated schema from New Acropolis, Galvão,
Loisel, and HPTD-M shows the square as the human instruments, masks, or vehicles of consciousness
manifestation (Physical, Vital-Energetic, Emotional, and Mental), besides the triangle as the human being
essence or human consciousness. There can be made a comparison between the psychosomatics schema of
Figure 5 and the Greek Philosophy (Soma = Physiological-Energetic, Psyche = Emotional-Mental, and
Nous = Intuition). So, Figure 8 configures a transdisciplinary schema, simultaneously reflecting many views
of the square and triangle related to Indian philosophy, a Greek philosophical view (Soma, Psyche, and
Nous), besides the European Alchemical Symbolic Elements (Earth, Water, Air, and Fire). The archetypal
Alchemical elements, in turn, can be manifested in two levels, i.e., physical (solid, liquid, gas, and plasma),
besides psychological (sensation, feeling, thinking, and intuition). In this connection, Brazilian philosopher
Galvão gave a 2016 lecture on the Indian Bhagavad Gita, mentioning five levels, namely physical, energetic,
emotional, mental, and the conscience as an observer. This view can be clearly compared to the square
of Figure 8 as the four first levels (physical, vital-energetic, emotional, mental), and conscience as the
representation of the triangle. Galvão also understands a complementarity between the quaternary vehicles,
as the representation of the material world, and the ternary consciousness, as the spiritual world [33].
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Figure 8: Soma, Psyche, and Nous through New Acropolis, Galvão, Loisel, and HPTD-M Perspectives [7,
32, 33, 34]

Besides, as per a New Acropolis article from Ramos in Coimbra, Portugal, this triangle corresponds to
what the author shows as superior mind, intuition, and will [34].

Considering the HPTD-M view, AI will never be able to replace the human consciousness, also expressed
in Table 1 as Nous or Intuition, depending on the approach. AI is a remarkable rational instrument for
efficient sources of information and the establishment of cause-and-effect relations but cannot reproduce
the empirical/emotional types of intelligence and cannot be conscious or reflect intuitive intelligence, i.e.,
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effectiveness is beyond the AI´s capacity. In management, as already seen, efficiency can be seen as “doing
things right”, and effectiveness as “doing the right thing”. So, the duality of efficiency-effectiveness is a
rough but simple way to understand this discussion. Not only in management and through HPTD-M, but
even in Sci-Fi movies.

Dr. Mariana Thieriot Loisel, a member of the CIRET Board, has noticed in her book that cognition
can take place in the computer´s field without consciousness. Hence, decision making cannot be the only
result of cognition and needs the interaction between cognition and consciousness. [32]

Finally, an example of AI is seen through the epistemic form of art in a Sci-Fi film, 2001: A Space
Odyssey (1968). In this movie, the Hal 9000 computer tries to take control of a spaceship, kills one
astronaut, and tries to kill another until it is disconnected. The supposed high level of AI cognitive
functions of the HAL 9000, as seen in the movie, is only a rational tool, and malfunction is unpredictable if
not supervised by a human, i.e., “malfunction” may be directly connected to the program itself. So, the
computer´s judgment that resulted in those actions was merely rational and even compatible with what it
was programmed to. This is just another way to show that AI can be a wonderful rational tool, but won´t
work for empirical, emotional, and intuitive purposes. So, through the HPTD-M perspective, AI cannot
replace human consciousness, emotion, and empiricism.

11 Conclusion

The HPTD-M theory or Holopraxis Transdisciplinary Management involves three types of logic, four
epistemic ways, and four archetypal elements translated to four types of intelligence showing how
AI cannot be compared to human consciousness.

The scope of AI was explained and demonstrated basically through:
- The three types of logic:

-Binary (True or False) for the mechanistic troubleshooting (AI).
-Feedback (of cause and effect) for the systemic environmental-biologic problem solving.
-Included Third (dialectics) for the transdisciplinary complexity of human phenomena in

troubleshooting.

- The four types of intelligence: empirical, emotional, rational, and intuitive, as compared to the well-known
Gardner´s MI theory of multiple intelligences, which involves nine types.

AI is an excellent rational tool, but not an empirical, emotional, or intuitive one for problem solving,
as evidenced in i) the ChatGPT simulations, ii) the HPTD-M models in dialogue with Gardner’s MI
Theory, iii) psychosomatics, iv) the emotional shadow of the Western culture, v) the levels of the collective
unconscious, and vi) the reflections on soft skills.

The concept of the mediating manager has an essential role in showing the limits of AI. It is essential
to the view that AI involves rational intelligence and KNOWLEDGE, but not a broader UN-
DERSTANDING of reality. These are issues that involve the complexity of human phenomena, which
cannot be reduced to rationalist and/or mechanistic models, as if these paradigms were the solution to
everything, leaving the shadow of emotional intelligence exposed, as a major deficiency of our Western
culture. An example is the visions of leadership and mediation that the HPTD-M theory has developed
along with the ways of solving problems in organizations. Binary logic does not apply in this case, i.e., the
transdisciplinary logic of the Included Third is more appropriate in the face of complexity. Besides, the
idea of consciousness, as demonstrated in Table 1, is another way to see the scope of AI, which is merely
rational.

Management tools need to be used a priori with awareness of the limits of their applications. AI is no
different, a disruptive technology that every professional will have to learn to deal with, like the personal
computer in the late 1980s. AI is an excellent rational tool. However, the AI binary logic does not apply
to the complexity of human phenomena. Furthermore, AI can function as a consultant or assistant
in terms of an efficient source of information, but not as an effective manager or decision
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maker. Roughly, through the managerial theory, effectiveness is to do the right thing, which is more
than efficiency (to do things right). Then, in this author´s opinion constructed through simulations in the
ChatGPT to obtain efficient results, the questions to AI need to be objective and precise in
the concepts. There can´t be complex issues involving human phenomena: This is for the effective human
decision maker, not for AI to answer since there can’t be consciousness awakening in AI, as demonstrated.
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